Presentation

This course provides the theoretical tools for understanding the essential social dynamics that structure the economic activities of contemporary societies through trade, production, consumption or work. Building on the theoretical framework provided by the anthropology of gifting/market activities, the course will introduce the main concepts that help to understand the organization of social life: rationality(ies), the elaboration of judgments and choices by individuals, the mechanisms of contextualization of economic action. In addition to the theoretical tools proposed, Socio/economic anthropology provides a framework for reflecting on new objects of social life, such as crypto-currencies (Bitcoin...), new forms of exchange (carpooling, eco-sharing...), of consumption (fair trade, waste recycling, ecological and fair tourism, local exchange systems...) or of production (corporate social responsibility, green finance, informal economy...).
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Formule pédagogique

The course is a lecture course. It requires that students complete the mandatory readings for each session’s topic. This course may provide a useful theoretical complement for students in political science methodology in their field research, for students seeking to engage in the fields of social and solidarity economy, of cooperation, or in the field of research (sociology and political science).